5 DAYS SIEM REAP – PHNOM PENH
Valid Till : Dec 2018
DAY 1: ARRIVAL – SIEM REAP (L/D)
Welcome to Siem Reap! Your tour begins when you are warmly welcomed by our English Speaking
Guide at Siem Reap International Airport. After you have collected your luggage he will then take
you to your hotel for check in. Staring tour to the crowning jewel of Khmer architecture, ANGKOR
WAT TEMPLE is the national symbol and the highlight of any visit to Cambodia. The largest, best
preserved, and most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, Angkor impresses visitors both by
its sheer scale and beautifully proportioned layout, as well as the delicate artistry of its carvings. To
approach the temple, first cross the vast moat, continuing along a broad causeway lined with naga
balustrades. As you enter the main building, ascend through a series of galleries and courtyard
before reaching the central sanctuary, which offers beautiful views back over the causeway and
across the surrounding countryside. And then visit TA PROHM TEMPLE, one of the most popular
attractions of Angkor as much of the jungle has not been cleared and it looks very much as most of
the Angkor monuments would have appeared when European explorers first stumbled across them.
Lunch at local restaurant
Afternoon visit ANGKOR THOM covers an area of 10 square km. Enclosed by a wall and wide moats;
the city includes many of Angkor's most popular sights. Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE over
a causeway lined on either side by statues of demons and gods, each carrying a giant naga. Continue
to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS and the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces for public
ceremonies, both adorned with dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE
and PHIMEANAKAS before continuing to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. In this temple, one of the
most popular and compelling in Angkor, explore the galleries of beautifully preserved bas reliefs and
ascend narrow stairs to reach the central sanctuary, where you will find giant stone faces smiling
enigmatically down at you from every angle. And view sunset at BAKENG MOUNTAIN surrounding in
ANGKOR AREAS.
Buffet dinner with Apsara Dance Show
Overnight in Siem Reap
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DAY 2: SIEM REAP – TEMPLE TOUR (B/L/D)
Breakfast at your hotel, Breakfast at your hotel, continue to visit ROLUOS GROUP, these monuments
mark the beginning of classical art, as some of the earliest great temples built by the Khmer. They
served as the capital of Indravarman (who reigned from 877 to 889). LOLEI TEMPLE built on an islet
by Yasovarman I (who ruled from 889 to 910), the founder of the first city of Angkor. The sandstone
carvings in the niches of the temples are notable as are the Sanskrit inscriptions on the doorposts.
PREAH KO TEMPLE erected by Indravarman I in the late 9th century in dedication to his defied
ancestors in 880. There are inscriptions in Sanskrit on the doorsteps of each temple. BAKONG
TEMPLE built and dedicated to Shiva by Indravarman I, this is the largest and most interesting of the
Roluos Group of temples and still has an active Buddhist monastery.
Lunch at local restaurant
Afternoon, departure to the north of Siem Reap to visit the citadel of woman – BANTEAY SREI
TEMPLE the jewel indisputable of the Khmer art: entirely have been constructed by hard pink
sandstone, wonderfully sculpted, perfectly preserved and restored. Then you will drive to KBAL
SPEAN to visit THOUSAND LINGAS River and waterfall. The small Lingas were carved along the river
bed to symbol of Ganga River. It takes 45 minutes to climb 2 kilometres to the top of Mountain.
Dinner at local restaurant
Overnight in Siem Reap

DAY 3: SIEM REAP – FLOATING VILLAGE - PHNOM PENH (B/L/D) [BY ROAD]
Breakfast at your hotel. Breakfast at your hotel, explore to CHONG KNEAS one of natural tourisms
and a mangroves for hundreds species of fresh water fishes and birds and decorated with ethnic
stilted houses line over the water surface up to the air. The villages are primarily Khmer and have
about 3000 inhabitants between them, most of who live in stilted houses. The people depend largely
on fishing and tourism for their incomes. We embark on the traditional wooden boat through the
flooded forests of the GREAT Tonle Sap LAKE, habitat of many bird species it will bring you to
Chong Kneas. This amazing floating village is built on 8 to 10 m high stilts. We visit an island pagoda,
a school and traditional stilt houses to interact with the local families. Return to Siem Reap for
refreshment.
After your lunch, we will transfer you bust station and take limousine BUS to Phnom Penh CAPITAL
CITY. It’s taking approximately 5.00hours with drop on the way for your refreshment. Arrive and
transfer to check in your hotel.
Overnight in Phnom Penh
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DAY 4: PHNOM PENH – CITY TOUR (B/L/D)
Breakfast at your hotel, starting to visit WAT PHNOM PAGODA, an ancient pagoda stand up on the
hill, INDEPENDENT MONUMENT commemorates the end of Cambodia's ruled by France in 1953,
WAT UNALOM PAGODA, the oldest Buddhist foundation in the city, probably predating the
abandonment of the capital at Angkor in 15th century. The founding date is variously cited as 1422
and 1443. This wat is the home to the Buddhist patriarch. The NATIONAL MUSEUM built in 1917-18
is exclusively dedicated to Khmer arts. And then ROYAL PALACE built in 1866 and SILVER PAGODA
located within the Royal Palace.
Lunch at local restaurant
Afternoon visit the infamous TOUL SLENG and CHEUNG EK, better known as the Killing Fields, where
large numbers of people were killed and buried in mass graves. And then RUSSIA MARKET.
Dinner at local restaurant
Overnight in Phnom Penh

DAY 5: PHNOM PENH - DARTURE (B/L)
Breakfast at hotel, today Check out from hotel. and transfer to Phnom Penh airport departure next
destination. End tour at airport.
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Choice
1
2
3

Hotel
5* Hotel
4* Hotel
3* Hotel

2pax
$ 578
$ 473
$ 463

QUOTE ON US DOLLAR
3-5pax
6-9pax
10-16pax
$ 528
$ 476
$ 445
$ 423
$ 371
$ 340
$ 413
$ 361
$ 330

Single SUPP
$ 180
$ 80
$ 70

Package Included
Package Excluded
Transportation
in
private
air-conditioned
vehicle
- Personal expenses
- Breakfast included
- Travel insurance, visa, flight in.out of
- Accommodation twin/double sharing
Cambodia
room
- Any optional additional tours or activities
- Bus ticket from Siem Reap – Phnom
during free time
Penh
- Tip for driver and tour guide
- All meals as mention on itinerary
- English speaking guide full trip
- All entrance fee for both locations
- Cold towel & Cold water
Government tax & service charge
HOTEL CATEGLORY
Category
Siem Reap Hotel
Phnom Penh Hotel
Royal Angkor Resort & Spa
Empress Angkor Hotel & Spa
Naga World Hotel Sokha Hotel
5 stars Hotel
Angkor Miracle Resort & Spa
Phnom Penh Sokha Phnom
Sokhalay Angkor Villa & Resort
Penh Residence

4 stars Hotel

3 stars Hotel

Sokha Roth Hotel
Starry Angkor Hotel
Lucky Angkor Hotel
Angkor Holiday Hotel
Apsara Holiday Hotel

Ohana Hotel
Landscape Hotel
Town View Hotel

New Angkorland Hotel
Majestic Angkor Hotel
Parkland Hotel
Monoreach Angkor Hotel
Princess Angkor Hotel

Salita Hotel
Cardamom Hotel
Princess Hotel

(ATP-130218)
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